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About This Content

The Greek States Culture Pack adds a new playable Culture including three new playable Factions to Total War: ROME II; for
use in Single or Multiplayer Campaign modes and Custom and Multiplayer Battles.

The Greek States Culture Pack adds diplomatic Athens, shrewd Epirus and formidable Sparta as playable factions. Each offers
range of special tactics to achieve cultural and martial victories, and lethal elite units to crush foes in battle.

The Greek States share a number of common goals, philosophies and general diplomatic aims. However, they are defined by
their fierce independence and between them demonstrate a huge variety in approach to civil and military challenges that often

brings them into conflict with the wider world, and each other.

New Features:

New Playable Factions – Athens, Epirus and Sparta each offer a unique new way to experience the campaign, with their own
rosters of powerful military units, distinct traits and play styles.

The Athenian pursuit of enlightenment grants them technological and cultural bonuses; Sparta’s dominance over the Helots
allows them to maintain a larger slave population; and Epirus enjoys bonuses to settlement exploitation stemming from their

village-confederation origins.

New Cultural Traits – All Greek States benefit from a bonus in battle when defending their own or an allied territory, a bonus to
wealth generated by their capitals and an increase to the rate of cultural conversion within their borders.
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New Cultural Objectives – Greek States have their own new set of military, economic and cultural victory conditions, as well as
sharing a unique set of bonus objectives drawn from Greek history. Additionally, each faction will have to contend with its

unique events and dilemmas.

New Military Traditions – Each of the Greek States has a unique top-tier military tradition: Athenian fleets may be honoured as
Children of the Aegaean, improving the ramming ability of their ships whilst allowing them to secure more income when

raiding; Spartan armies may be remembered as Peers of Leonidas, improving their melee defense capabilities and reducing their
upkeep; the armies of Epirus may be feared as Hounds of Molossus, granting them greater charge bonuses whilst allowing them

to keep public order problems in check.

New Units:

In addition to the intimidating unit rosters of each faction now playable for the first time, the Greek States Culture Pack
introduces a variety of unique and especially elite and deadly forces.

Mercenary Veteran Hoplites – [available to all playable factions]
From glistening spear points to earth-shaking tread, a phalanx is a sight and sound to inspire dread. With these veteran hoplites,

that dread is sold to the highest bidder.

Thureos Hoplites – [Available to Athens]
While the linen breastplates worn by these men may look flimsy, they are cool, practical and surprisingly tough. As with all

hoplites, the men inside are also practical and tough warriors.

Thorax Hoplites – [Unique to Athens]
These heavy hoplites are marked by their bronze breastplate armour, a sign of wealth and status. They are armed with spears and

hoplon shields, and use the phalanx formation to batter enemies into submission.

Agrianian Axemen – [Unique to Epirus and Macedon]
The Paeonian tribe of Agrianes are fierce fighters. As well as terrible killing tools, their axes are also climbing hooks for rough

terrain. No sensible general would not use them in an assault.

Aspis Companion Cavalry – [Unique to Epirus and Macedon]
A king’s companions in battle are his nobles and esteemed friends. It is an honour to be a companion, to ride forth with javelin

and kopis to fight for your lord and master.

Heroes of Sparta – [Unique to Sparta]
Embodying the spirit of Thermopylae, the Heroes Of Sparta bear their spears and shields with fierce pride and unrivalled

mastery.

Polybolos Repeating Scorpion – [Siege Deployable available to all Greek, Roman and Carthaginian factions]
Able to make short work of even the most heavily-armoured opponents, this repeating bolt thrower sacrifices the ordinary

Scorpion’s range in return for a rapid rate of fire.

Tortoise Armoured Battering Ram – [Siege Deployable available to all Greek, Roman and Carthaginian factions]
Combining devastating ramming power while affording protection to its crew, used well the Tortoise more than makes up for its

lack of speed and manoeuvrability in open ground.

New Buildings:

The Monument of Leonidas – [Unique to Sparta]
A symbol of Sparta’s overridingly martial culture, The Monument of Leonidas brings cost reductions to military recruitment,

significantly increases the morale of land units in the province and a global morale boost to existing units.

Oracle of Dodona – [Unique to Epirus]
This sacred grove is the domain of the priests and priestesses of Epirus. The Oracle of Dodona increases provincial happiness,
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wealth, and the global conversion of other factions to Hellenic culture.

Acropolis – [Unique to Athens]
A symbol of Athenian high culture and engineering excellence, The Acropolis also provides extra garrison forces to Athens,

increases tax level, improves the city’s abilities to withstand sieges, and increases Athenian agents’ Authority actions.

Faction History:

Athens
Athens has long been famed for its cultural achievements, from buildings such as the Parthenon, to the plays and works of
Aristophanes, Plato, Socrates, and Sophocles. In many ways, Greek culture is defined by Athens. Its military focus has long

been its navy; however, continuing the traditions of the classical era, its citizens are also expected to contribute both infantry and
cavalry to its armies.

Epirus
Epirus is a Greek kingdom formed of numerous small villages and towns, rather than the great cities of the south. An agriculture

and fishing-based society, Epirus nevertheless maintains a balanced army on the Alexandrian model, consisting of cavalry,
archers, peltasts, phalangites and war elephants. They also make extensive use of mercenaries from throughout the Greek-

speaking world.

Sparta
With every aspect of their lives and society geared towards warfare, Sparta dominated the Greek world and continues to

produce arguably the finest soldiers of the Hellenic period. The slaves and non-citizens of Sparta enable their citizens to pursue
warrior perfection as soldiers and champions. Trained and hardened in battle, their warriors and leaders are the embodiment of

military discipline and virtue.
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Katie is a great game. While it's fairly short, and doesn't really have replayability, I don't think it needs it. The concept and
theme are amazing, and the characters are very relatable. The music is also really good, and I quite like the art style. The lack of
options such as sound and keybindings are just a minor inconvience, and I think pros of the game outweigh its cons by a lot..
This game graphics good tho!. A pretty awesome and simple drifting game based around the Initial D anime. Sick music too!

One thing cool to add would be a time tracker of some sort to record lap time. I dunno why, but the "Team Meat"-commentary-
track really reminded me of "Mystery Science Therther 3000 \/ Riftrax" and any other comedic-commentary-tracks (especially
the folks from Channel Awesome).

I suppose that one good reason to throw in few dollars \/ euros?

I really don't have anything else add that was already mentioned in the description \/ sales-text; I still got enough laughts I paid
for.. Definetly a lot of fun but there is a big learning curve. Get used to screwing your swing up and being blasted by a drone.
if anyone wants to see a vdeo review and some gameplay head here https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QubeD8KK3Nw.
What I love about this season of the series is that we get to see our cute Angela when she is little. What I never expected from
this season is that ANGELA IS JAILED! What a twist! LOL!

At least, it is really nice to see how Angela did not take jailing into a negative perception but in fact, getting inspiration from her
time in jail. In another word, she honestly make everything and every single moments worth it.

I also extremely adore the new character named Chloe. Would be lovely to see Chloe have her own series regarding her
photography lifestyle.. Great design, nice story, witty diaglogues. But way waaaaay too short. Buy it on sale.. Video of gameplay:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/oqmvzWVWY8g

This game is a great concept for VR. You are legless, sitting on the ground from your waist up. You can climb, crawl, & fling
yourself anywhere you want on the map, even up trees! There are powerup cards that rest on your forearm and you throw them
to use them. This ranges from magic wirdwinds to rocket launchers on your shoulders. You have a regular laser gun at your hip
to use as well. Hopefully more people pick up this game because I could only find one lobby with one person in it. I think bots is
a must for this game, otherwise there won't be a big enough players right now.

Pros: Awesome concept
Movement is smooth and managable
Lots of powerup types

Cons: Everything is blurry\/grainy at distance. Anything more than 4 feet in front of you.
This is multiplayer only, no bots. Without a playerbase this game will not last.
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This game changed my life. Samurai wars is a game where you fight another ninja? idk if it is a ninja or a samurai, i think its a
ninja though, i have come across 1 bug but its pretty big on the moon stage attacks are broken but i would recommend this game
cause its pretty cheap and you'll have some fun! :). https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6Xxa3TR7mXc

We would consider this game in the puzzle genre with an element of horror even though we have yet to get a decent jumpscare.
We tried to include a little walkthrough for the first part of the game as we had some trouble finding our way around. Watch out
for rampant boxes and pillows as you make your way through this spooky mansion owned by your dear uncle (we're not really
sure but we like the premise). Enjoy ! 7 out of 10!

- Big Fams Gaming. nice game !. Save the Ninja Clan

Save the Ninja Clan is a unity based 2D side scrolling platformer similar to Super Meat Boy. You play a brave ninja who sets
out to rescue his ninja pals and stop the evil white ninja.

You start your journey with a green suit equipped with double jump and a knife you can throw to kill enemies, and later can
trade the green suit between a blue and black suit, which have the powers to sprint (blue), and puff into a cloud of smoke to
evade deadly traps (Similar to the rolling system from Guacamelee).

Your knife starts as just a basic knife. If an enemy shoots at you and your knife connects with it, it destroys the knife, but you
can throw them quickly and infinitely so throwing them non-stop is warranted. By collecting the 33 collectibles found in each
stage (1 per stage), you can use those collectibles to unlock new knife upgrades, such as a knife that goes through bullets,
rockets, etc. destroying them and continuing forward, or another knife that kills all enemies in one hit. There is one other
upgrade that allows for a knife spin, but other than the cool ninja effect, it doesn't seem to do much else. Each upgrade requires
7 collectibles, so 21 total for all 3, meaning you don't need to collect all the collectibles in the game to get them.

There are 34 levels total in the game, 31 basic platforming levels and 3 boss levels. There are a few tricky levels, but all-in-all
they are pretty basic when compared to some of the levels featured in Super Meat Boy. There are also nifty secret "glitch" areas
in 31 of the levels, which when accessed bring up a command prompt with witty humor as if the developer were watching you
break their game.

Save the Ninja clan features 30 achievements, all of which are relatively easy. I can honestly say the only two that were a bit
troubling were the achievements for beating 5 and 10 levels without dying, as you need to play 10 straight levels, you cannot
replay a level, and you cannot exit and go to another level. Still easily achievable with a bit of practice.

Overall, Save the Ninja Clan is a small game, but it's a game that for the price of $0.99, is still very much worth it. 34 levels, a
bunch of secrets, a small amount of easy to find collectibles, and an simple achievement completion to be had. Definitely
recommended.. This game is pretty fun, I love the soundtrack. It took me a second to see my objectives, but I figured it out. IT's
definitely worth the price.

Here's a video of my first time playing so you can get an idea of the game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=rk_PdsoBcSw. This is for all of you bondage enthusiasts out there!. Great game for a low
price.

It is not sky force, but it has all what a shmup need.
Much popcorn, powerups small and big bosses.

It makes really fun, the graphics a "retro" cool!
I have some flickering and stutter with mouse, but with xbox controller it is really good controlable.

I like to have it in my shmup collection. Good Job!
. Unplayable, horrible, remove this game from steam.

\u00c8 ingiocabile, orribile, rimuovetelo da steam.
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